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Abstract
The algebraic language Time-AgLOTOSwas recently proposed to describe the time-dependent behavior of an ambient intelligent
agent. The Spatio-Temporal Planning System (STPS) is a contextual model capturing all possible evolutions of an agent plan
including context changes. It provides formal description of the possible actions of a plan supporting timing constraints, action
duration and spatial requirements. Thereby, it can be derived from Time-AgLOTOS behavior expressions. In this paper, we
propose a ﬁnite and symbolic representation of the STPS based on a number of spatio-temporal regions, preserving both time
progress and location modeling. The resulting structure oﬀers new possibilities and strategies for taking agent real-time decisions
in context-awareness manner.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, the software engineering of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) systems is widely investigated. The needs
comes from new applications which aim at taking proﬁt from the ubiquitous computing, often involving the human
life in its all, like in the development of smart and assisting environments1. As some major challenges, the building of
intelligent systems requires holding together adaptation and sustainability properties within open, non-deterministic
and uncertain environment. Several modeling approaches are already proposed to assist the designer of AmI systems.
In fact, the major problem for the system entities consists in recognizing environmental context, including location
identiﬁcation, resource management, real-time planning, discovery of other agents, and handling information in a
more semantic manner e.g.2,3.
Face to such a complex framework, several research works propose to make use of intelligent agents, to support the
AmI systems, e.g.4,5. At a ﬁrst glance, this could include some well-known Multi-Agent System (MAS) approaches,
BDI agent are designed to take rational decisions as practical reasoning6. However, this is not enough when conditions
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are highly dynamic like in AmI systems. This assumes an eﬃcient context-awareness ability, dealing with unexpected
situations and changes of context.
In the literature, diﬀerent deﬁnitions were proposed to qualify the context of the agent. In7, four types of context
information are deﬁned: (1) computational context−available resources, network quality and related information;
(2) user context−proﬁle of the user, people nearby, social situation; (3) physical context−lighting, temperature, traﬃc
conditions, noise levels, etc., and (4) time context−time of day, date of the year. As two other types of contexts, the
work of8 introduces the activity of some agent where in7, the context history is proposed.
In practice, most context modeling approaches only focus on a subset of the above types, depending on the require-
ments of the applications. In9, the authors focus on sensor-based agents, since the aim is to learn physical measures
and control the hardware devices of an automated house (lighting, warming...). To deal with mobility or real-time
object tracking, spatial location are referred e.g.10,11. Dealing with both spatial and temporal information is useful
each time. However, space and time cannot be reduced easily from one to each other. The real challenge in AmI
systems is the reasoning about spatial change, the modeling of spatio-temporal interactions and planning.
In this paper, we aim at providing a behavioral analyzing technique of agents handling spatio-temporal contexts.
To this end, we follow the work of12 which introduces a timed action model, called STPS, to represent the possible
plans of the agent, w.r.t. its set of intentions viewed as concurrent processes. In this model, the spatio-temporal
properties relate to the simultaneous progression of time and location change implied by the performances of actions.
Nevertheless, the STPS could be an inﬁnite structure, since time ranges over a dense domain.
To allow model-checking of spatio-temporal properties, we now investigate the building of a ﬁnite representation
of the STPS. Based on symbolic spatio-temporal regions, it preserves both the STPS time progression and location
changes.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the Time-AgLOTOS language providing
a planning taking into account timing constraints and duration of actions. This language is used to associate plans with
intentions. In Section 3, the underlying spatio-temporal model, called STPS, is automatically produced by applying
the true-concurrency semantics of Time-AgLOTOS. In Section 4, we show how to build a ﬁnite and symbolic graph
of spatio-temporal regions from the STPS. Throughout the paper, the scenario is taken up as an illustration of our
approach. The last section concludes and outlines our perspectives.
2. Time-AgLOTOS: An algebraic Language for Plan Speciﬁcation
2.1. Agent Plan Structure
In the approach of5, an agent plan is structured as a tree structure within three level planning representations. The
agent plan is obtained by composition of sub-plans, called intention plans, where each one is dedicated to achieve
its corresponding intention ; Each intention plan is a composition of alternative sub-plans, called elementary plans.
These elementary plans are assumed to be extracted from a library of plans, here called LibP library. They allow us
to consider diﬀerent ways to achieve the associated intention. The Time-AgLOTOS language, introduced in12, deals
with modular and concurrent aspects to compose and schedule these diﬀerent sub-plans, viewed as processes. Let us
brieﬂy recall the Time-AgLOTOS-based speciﬁcations for plans.
Agent plan level. The set of intention plans can be handled globally, by using the concurrent ||| and/or sequential
operators between intention plans. This leads to the speciﬁcation of an agent plan. LetP be the set of names qualifying
the possible agent plans with P ∈ P and let P̂ be the set of names used to identify the possible intention plans with
P̂ ∈ P̂, such that P is any agent plan deﬁned by:
P ::= P̂ | P ||| P | P  P
Intention plan level. An intention plan corresponding to an alternative of elementary plans is speciﬁed by using
the composition operator ♦. The associated intention is considered to be achieved iﬀ at least one of the associated
elementary plans is successfully terminated. Formally, we deﬁne an intention plan P̂ as:
P̂ ::= P | P̂♦ P̂
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Elementary plan level. Elementary plans are described by behavior expressions, referring to a ﬁnite set of actions in
which both timing constraints and action duration are considered. However, the language allows the speciﬁcation of
dynamism and context-awareness of AmI agents. For that, let Θ be a ﬁnite set of space locations where an agent can
move and Λ be the set of agents with which he can communicate. In addition, let Act = O ∪ {τ}, be the set of actions,
where O is a (ﬁnite) set of observable actions which are viewed as instantiated predicates, ranging over a, b, ... and τ
is the internal action.
Each elementary plan is identiﬁed by a name (P) and is featured by a behavior expression (E) taking into account
time aspects. The syntax of an elementary plan is deﬁned inductively as follows:
P ::= E
E ::= exit{d} | stop | a{d}; E | a@t[S P]; E (a ∈ O, d ∈ T)
| ΔdE | E  E | hide L in E
H ::= move() | x!(ν) | x?(ν) (H ⊂ O,  ∈ Θ, x ∈ Λ)
 = { [ ],, [>, |[L]|, ||, ||| }
The syntax of a Time-AgLOTOS accords with the basic construction of LOTOS, where expressions are composed
either sequentially, by preﬁxing some expression with an action (like a; E) or concurrently between sub-expressions
by using with a composition operator of the set . The expression E [ ] E speciﬁes a non-deterministic choice, E  E
a sequential composition and E [> E the interruption. The LOTOS parallel composition, denoted E |[L]| E, can model
both synchronous composition for actions deﬁned in L, denoted E || E with L = O, and asynchronous composition,
denoted E ||| E with L = ∅. The expression hide L in E represents an explicit hiding of actions mentioned in L, making
them unobservable w.r.t. E. Lastly, the basic expression stop explicitly speciﬁes an expression without possible
evolution and exit explicitly speciﬁes the successful termination of some expression.
In Time-AgLOTOS, every action is assumed to have a non-null duration, however only some temporal constraints
are deﬁned associated with the actions or the expressions of the elementary plans. Let T be a domain of time like Q+
or R+. Υ : Act → T is the duration function which associates to each action its duration. Let d ∈ T a value in the
temporal domain. For any action a, a{d} expresses a temporal restriction specifying that the launching of the action a
must be in-between [0, d]; The notation a@t[S P]; E is simply more general (a ∈ O). It means that the starting interval
of a is speciﬁed by the selection predicate S P. For sake of clarity in this paper, we restrict S P to S P = min∼t∼max,
such that ∼∈ {<,≤} with min,max ∈ T. Here, t represents a temporal variable attached to a, which is used to record
the time past since the enabling to start a, and which will be substituted by zero when this action ends its execution.
Lastly, the notation ΔdE represents a time delay to be respected before performing the actions of E.
Thereby, the elementary expression stop speciﬁes a behavior without possible evolution and exit{d} represents the
successful termination of some plan which must be taken within the interval [0, d]. We assume also that stop and exit
are of null duration.
2.2. Building Agent Plan from Intention set
In order to account for agent intentions, we propose that the agent can label the diﬀerent elements of the set I
of intentions (We assume that the agent, through its BDI attitudes, can solve conﬂicting situations that could arise
between intentions for some context, by means of a scheduling process applied to the set of intentions) by using a
weight function weight : I −→ N. The ones having the same weight are composed by using the parallel operator |||.
In contrast, the intention plans corresponding to distinct weights are ordered by using the sequential operator .
For instance, let I = {i2g, i1e , i2m} be the considered set of intentions, such that the superscript information denotes a
weight value, and let P̂g, P̂e, P̂m be their corresponding intention plans, the constructed agent plan could be viewed
as: P = (P̂g|||P̂m)  P̂e, where P̂g = Pg, P̂m = Pm1♦Pm2 and P̂e = Pe1♦Pe2♦Pe3. Further, each elementary plan Pk is
associated with an expression Ek describing its behavior. For instance, let us simply consider an elementary plan Pg,
achieving a travel scenario consisting of two sequential tasks, ﬁrst, getting ticket from the ”travel agency” in location
1 (getT (1)), then move to the ”airport” in location 2, in order to board the plane (move(2)). The corresponding
expression is Eg = getT (1){1};move(2)@t[1 ≤ t ≤ 2]; exit{0}. The action move(2)@t[1 ≤ t ≤ 2] means that, before
moving, the agent must wait between 1 and 2 time units. It can be assumed for instance that the move is supported by
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a taxi called from the agency, with an arrival estimation comprised in the time unit interval [1, 2]. Moreover, the move
from 1 to 2 is assumed to take Υ(move(2)) = 1 time unit.
2.3. Planning State of the agent
The state of an agent plan, also called an agent plan conﬁguration, is denoted like [P]. According to Deﬁnition 2.1,
it consists of a behavior expression, built from the expressions of the intention plan level, themselves built from the
expressions attached to the elementary plans. Considering the former example, [P] = (Eg, Pg)|||(Em1♦Em2, P̂m)) 
(Ee1♦Ee2♦Ee3, P̂e).
Deﬁnition 2.1. Any Agent plan conﬁguration [P] has a canonical representation deﬁned by the following two rules:
(1)
P ::= P̂ P̂ ::= ♦k=1..n Pk Pk ::= Ek
[P] ::= (♦k=1..n Ek, P̂)
(2)
P ::= P1  P2  ∈ {|||,}
[P] ::= [P1]  [P2]
The formal semantics deﬁned in12 allows to investigate all the diﬀerent ways to make an agent plan evolve. For in-
stance, due to the parallel operator (|||), the conﬁgurations reached from [P] can be derived, either from the operational
semantics of Eg or from the one of (Em1♦Em2). This principle is extended and exempliﬁed in the next section.
3. Spatio-Temporal Model
We deﬁne a spatio-temporal model able to make diﬀerent executions evolve in true-concurrency, either in a tempo-
ral point of view or a spatial one or both. In this paper, we accord with the maximality semantics13 which concentrates
on the starting of actions, letting the termination being handled dynamically. Most of actions in execution make the
time progress, however, spatio-temporal changes can occur when dealing with move actions. The starting of an action
move does not directly capture the change of location, but the fact to progress to a target location, which is only
reached when the duration of the move is achieved. The next deﬁnitions describe our spatio-temporal model as a tran-
sition system, assuming that they cannot be two occurrences of move action concurrently. The evolutions are driven
contextually in the sense that any action can only be enabled in some context, and that the performance of an action
makes the context evolves. This model is only predictive therefore the execution of an action is assumed to always be
a success.
3.1. Spatio-Temporal Planning State
With respect to some evolution, the so-called spatio-temporal planning state of the agent, takes into account the
agent location, the duration conditions of actions possibly in execution, and an information about the intention plans
that are (already) achieved. The location information can also handle the fact that a move is in progress, by using the
following notion of expected location.
Deﬁnition 3.1. An expected location is represented by a pair 〈, x〉 with  ∈ Θ and x ∈ H . It captures two cases:
〈, nil〉 deﬁnes the fact that the agent is in some location , whereas 〈, x〉 speciﬁes that the agent is being moved to
 by performing the action move() and x is the clock associated with this performance. For sake of concision, the
expected location 〈, x〉 is denoted x, whereas 〈, nil〉 is simply denoted .
Deﬁnition 3.2. A spatio-temporal planning state is a tuple (ps, x,DC, T ), where ps is any plan conﬁguration [P], x
is an expected location, DC is the set of duration conditions associated to the actions in execution, and T is the subset
of intention plans which are terminated.
3.2. Spatio-Temporal Planning System
The possible changes from the spatio-temporal planning states are obtained by reusing the operational semantic
rules of12, but with the considerations of the location information and the intention plans that are terminated. This
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yields a Spatio-Temporal Planning System built from the initial spatio-temporal planning state (ps0, , ∅, ∅) where
ps0 = [P] is the initial planning state conﬁguration.
Let H be the set of clocks with non-negative values within the time domain T. The set Φt(H) of temporal con-
straints (γ) overH is deﬁned by γ ::= x∼t where x is a clock inH , ∼∈ {=, <, >,≤,≥} and t ∈ T. A valuation v forH
is a function which associates to each x ∈ H a value in T. The set of all valuations forH is noted Ξ(H). A valuation v
satisﬁes a clock constraint γ overH if and only if γ is true by using clock values given by v. The satisfaction relation
|= for temporal constraints is deﬁned over the set of valuations for H by: v |= x∼t ⇔ v(x)∼t such that v ∈ Ξ(H).
For any subset U ⊆ H , [U→0]v indicates the valuation for H which assigns 0 to each x ∈ U, and agrees with v
over the other clocks ofH . For all x ∈ H , Cx is the largest constant with which x is compared within some temporal
constraint, and v(x) denotes the integral part of the clock valuation where f rac(v(x)) denotes the fractional part, i.e,
v(x) = v(x) + f rac(v(x)).
Deﬁnition 3.3. A Spatio-Temporal Planning System (STPS for short) is a tuple Ω = 〈S , s0,H , Tr,L,DC,T〉 where:
• S is a ﬁnite set of contextual planning states such that s = (ps, x, T ) ∈ S ,
• s0 = (ps, , ∅) ∈ S is the initial contextual planning state, such that ps = [P] and  represents the current
location of the agent,
• H is a ﬁnite set of clocks,
• Tr ⊆ S × 2Φt(H) × 2Φt(H) × Act ×H × S is the set of transitions of the form (s,G,D, a, x, s′),
• DC : S → 2Φt(H) is a function which corresponds to each state s the set of duration conditions of actions
possibly in execution in s. Duration conditions are temporal constraints of the form x ≥ t where x ∈ H and
t ∈ T,
• L : S → Θ ×H is a function which yields the expected location 〈, x〉 in each state s,
• T : S → 2P̂ is a function which captures the terminated intention plans in each state s.
A transition (s,G,D, a, x, s′), also denoted s
G,D,a,x−−−−−→ s′, represents a change from the state s to the state s′ by starting
an occurrence of execution of a and by resetting the clock x assigned to this occurrence. G is the guard which must
be satisﬁed to consider this transition. D is the deadline which forces the action a to occur, at the moment of its
satisfaction. We assume that ( |= D) ⇒ ( |= G) and D is of the form x ≥ t. Moreover, for each state s ∈ S where a
move occurs, we deﬁne L(s) = x as the expected location to be reached after the move characterized by the clock x.
Considering the example of Section 2, Figure 1 brings out a partial view of the STPS obtained from ([P], consid-
ering that (Eg, P̂g) is totally processed from the initial state ([P], , ∅), where Eg = getT (1){1};move(2)@t[1 ≤ t ≤
2]; exit{0}.
For instance, the state s1 captures the current action under execution (getT ) through its corresponding clock x such
that the duration condition of getT is x ≥ 1. In s3, the reached location is 2 and the intention plan P̂ is successfully
terminated. It is worth observing that the clock x is reused to identify the successive action occurrences. That is
made possible here by the fact that the execution of move(2) and the one of getT are exclusive. Actually, they are
performed sequentially due to the used operator ; in the expression Eg. The guard G of the ﬁrst transition speciﬁes the
delay required before performing the action getT , whereas the one of the second takes the termination of getT into
account, to launch the action move(2). The third transition takes the termination of move(2) into account, to consider
the termination of the intention plan P̂g. In this case, the action to be performed is simply τ.
s0 s1
1
getT, x
G = {0 < x ≤ 1}
s2 s3
τ, x
G = {x ≥ 2}move(2), x
G = {1 ≤ x ≤ 2} D = {x ≥ 2}
1 
x
2 2{x ≥ 1} {x ≥ 2}∅ {x ≥ 0}
{ ̂Pg}
Fig. 1. STPS corresponding to the agent plan P1 of Alice
Since time refers to a dense domain, the diﬀerent possible evolutions that can be extracted from the STPS could be
inﬁnite. The next section copes with this problem.
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Deﬁnition 3.4. The semantics of a STPS Ω = 〈S , s0,H , Tr,L,DC,T〉 is an inﬁnite transition system ΣΩ deﬁned over
Act∪T. A state of ΣΩ is a pair 〈s, v〉 such that s is a state ofΩ and v is a clock valuation ofH . A state 〈s0, v0〉 is initial
if s0 is the initial state of Ω and ∀x ∈ H , v0(x) = 0. As deﬁned in14, two types of transitions are speciﬁed between
the states of ΣΩ. The time passing transitions are deﬁned according to the rules (RA1) and (RA2) whereas the action
transitions, which refer to the ones of Ω, are related to the rule (RD), where η ⊂ T is the set of the smallest quantities
of time in which no action occurs.
(RA1)
d ∈ T, d > η ∀d′ ≤ d, v + d′  D
〈s, v〉 d−→ 〈s, v + d〉
(RA2)
ε ∈ T v + ε  D ∧ ε ∈ η
〈s, v〉 ε−→ 〈s, v + ε〉
(RD)
(s,G,D, a, x, s′) ∈ Tr v  G
〈s, v〉 a−→ 〈s′, [{x} → 0]v〉
According to the maximality semantics, the label a in (RD) rule implies the start of action a and not the whole
execution of this action. By construction, if D or G are satisﬁed, we deduce that the actions, which the a depends,
have ﬁnished their executions. Let K be the set of all transitions stemming from state s. The formula D =
∨
k∈K
Dk
is a disjunction of deadlines such that {(s,Gk,Dk, ak, xk, sk)}k∈K . Indeed, whenever a deadline Dk holds, time can not
progress regardless of the other deadlines in D.
4. Spatio-Temporal Region Graph
Because the semantic graph of the STPS can be inﬁnitely large, the analysis and validation techniques of ambient
real-time systems could not be applicable. We now show how to convert the STPS into an equivalent ﬁnitely symbolic
transition system called Spatio-Temporal Region Graph (STRG) where the state reachability is decidable. The STRG
not only preserves the temporal and concurrent properties of the STPS but also the spatial ones.
4.1. Time Region Modeling
In practice, many equivalence relations are already proposed to aggregate conﬁgurations in equivalence classes, as
in15,16. The equivalence classes of the clock valuations are named clock regions, and are deﬁned as a subset of 2Ξ(H).
The following equivalence relation, namely ≈, yields a ﬁnite partition over the space of the clock valuations. Two
clock valuations v and v′ are clock region equivalent (v≈v′) if and only if the three following conditions hold:
• ∀x ∈ H , (v(x) = v′(x)) ∨ (v(x) > Cx ∧ v′(x) > Cx),
• ∀x ∈ H , (v(x) ≤ Cx) ⇒ (( f rac(v(x) = 0))⇔ ( f rac(v′(x)) = 0)), and
• ∀x, y ∈ H , (v(x) ≤ Cx ∧ v(y) ≤ Cy) ⇒ (( f rac(v(x)) ≤ f rac(v(y)))⇔ ( f rac(v′(x)) ≤ f rac(v′(y))))
By considering that the number of clocks |H| is ﬁxed w.r.t. the maximum constants with which clocks are compared
in the STPS, the ﬁnite number of clock regions can be at most |H|! ∗ 2|H|−1 ∗∏x∈H (2Cx + 2), as proved in16. For
instance, consider a set of two clocks H = {x, y}, where Cx = 2 and Cy = 1. The corresponding number of clock
regions is 28 (see Figure 2).
1 2 x
y
1
Fig. 2. clock regions: 6 intersections, 14 lines, 8 spaces
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Any clock x in a region can be represented by: {x = t | t = 0, 1, ...,Cx}∪{t−1 < x < c | t = 1, ...,Cx}∪{x > t | t = Cx}.
Two valuations of the same clock region cr must satisfy the same constraints, thus allowing the same transitions.
The equivalence of clock regions is compatible with the progression of time in monotonic way. It is therefore
possible to deﬁne a time-successor function for all the regions. We denote succ(cr), all the successors of the clock
region cr, such that the considered elapsing time progression accords with: cr′ ∈ succ(cr) ⇔ ∃v ∈ cr,∃t ∈ T such as
v + t ∈ cr′ and v + t′ ∈ cr ∪ cr′ for all t′ < t. For instance, the time-successors of cr = [(1 < x < 2), (0 < y < x < 1)]
(illustrated in Figure 3 by the red triangle) are: cr1 = [(1 < x < 2), (y = 1)], cr2 = [(1 < x < 2), (y > 1)],
cr3 = [(x = 2), (y > 1)] and cr4 = [(x > 2), (y = 1)]. Here, [v] is used to denote the equivalence class of Ξ(H) such
that [v] = {v′ ∈ Ξ(H) | v≈v′}. Thus, any clock region cr is deﬁned by [v].
4.2. Location Labeling Function
In addition to the clock labeling that comes from the STPS semantics, the states of the region graph are labeled by
a location information. If  is the current location of the agent, it can be either a discrete location (e.g.  = 1) or a
spatial path between two discrete locations (e.g. 1 <  < 2) in order to describe the move of the agent.
4.3. Construction of the Spatio-Temporal Region Graph
The following deﬁnition yields the formal structure of a Spatio-Temporal Region Graph (STRG). Figure 3 is an
example developed from the STPS of Figure 1.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let Ω = (S , s0,H , Tr,L,DC,T ) be a STPS, the corresponding Spatio-Temporal Region Graph
STRG(Ω) = (S R, s0R , TrR,LR,CR,TR), is deﬁned as follows:
• The states in S R are of the form ≺s, cr, lr where s ∈ S , cr is a clock region and lr is a location region,
• The initial state s0R = ≺s0, [v0] where s0 = (ps, , ∅, ∅) is the initial state in Ω and ∀x ∈ H , v0(x) = 0,
• The set of transitions TrR is composed of two types of transitions:
– the transitions which represent the time passing: ≺s, cr, lr −→ ≺s, cr′, lr′ if and only if cr′ is a time-
successor of cr and cr′  D,
– the transitions which are in correspondence with the transitions ofΩ such that: ≺s, cr, lr a,x−−→ ≺s′, cr′, lr′
if and only if ∃(s,G,D, a, x, s′) ∈ Tr, cr |= G and cr′ = [{x} → 0]cr,
• The labeling functions of region states LR and CR yield the clock and location regions. Hence, for each
≺s, cr, lr ∈ S R, we have LR(≺s, cr, lr) = lr and CR(≺s, cr, lr) = cr,
• The function TR extends the one already deﬁned in the STPS, such that TR(≺s, cr, lr) = T (s).
5. Conclusion
The formal semantics of the Time-AgLOTOS algebraic language for specifying agent plans, was used to associate
a Spatio-Temporal Planning System (STPS). Hence, from some current set of weighted intentions, this allows one
to capture all the possible evolutions of the agent plan on-the-ﬂy. The STPS looks like a true-concurrency model of
actions, enhancing the terminations of the executions of the intentions, with regards to the various timing constraints
and the spatial environmental context, required when performing the actions.
Because the semantic graph of a STPS could be inﬁnite, we showed how to make use of clock value regions,
leading to a ﬁnite structure called Spatio-Temporal Region Graph (STRG), over which time and spatial properties can
be checked. By considering a ﬁnite number of clocks, it is easy to assert that the STPS is necessarily ﬁnite, and so
does the STRG. Nevertheless, there may be numerous states developed in the STRG without any action to perform,
therefore we currently investigate how to compact this structure.
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getT, x
s0
x = 0
move(2), x
move(2), x
move(2), x
τ, x
getT, x
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Fig. 3. The Spatio-Temporal Region Graph corresponding to the scenario
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